Our purpose is to answer the question of Leader [l, p. 234], by producing an example of a sigma algebra a of subsets of a set X and a universally a-integrable function/ (i.e., ffdu exists for every countably additive set function u on &) which is not measurable with respect to a.
Our purpose is to answer the question of Leader [l, p. 234] , by producing an example of a sigma algebra a of subsets of a set X and a universally a-integrable function/ (i.e., ffdu exists for every countably additive set function u on &) which is not measurable with respect to a.
We shall show that the sigma algebra a of Borel subsets of the interval [0, l] admits nonmeasurable universally «r-integrable functions (R. E. Zink suggested that this Borel algebra might yield an example).
Lusin has shown [2] that, subject to the continuum hypothesis, there exists an uncountable subset V of X-[0, l] such that each perfect nowhere dense subset G of X contains at most an enumerable set of points of V. Let H he a subset of V that is not a Borel set. We shall now show that the characteristic function xC^O of H is universally sigma integrable. To this end suppose u is a countably additive set function on a. Then [5] 
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